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ABSTRACT 

Tactile Potentials is an ongoing practice-based research project, based in Aotearoa/New Zealand and Australia1. 
This research develops techniques for affectively co-composing with expressive conjunctions of augmented 
materials (both digital and organic), including: recursive strategies for modulating digital augments; 
amplifications of bio-electrical data from plants to produce augmented audio; choreographing hand micro-
gestures in tactile and signaletic connections with both augments and plants; and passing augments generated in 
Unity3D through the Leap Motion interface in a head mounted configuration. The purpose of the Tactile 
Potentials project is to explore new methods, techniques, and practices for performing with mixed reality 
environments and technologies. Emerging from this research, are techniques and methods that investigate: the 
performative potential of augments as a mode of materiality, alongside living plants and human bodies; the Leap 
Motion gestural controller as a performative interface; the co-composition of emergent soundscapes from the 
bio- electrical signals of plants and humans; and, the extended senses of embodiment that embroil the performer 
through apparatuses that physically de-limit the human gaze by shifting vision to the infrared spectrum.  

INTRODUCTION 

The design of Tactile Potentials creates a situation where plant bodies resonate with human bodies and technical 
devices, enmeshing signals and data. Tactile Potentials: Augmented Plants created a situation where normally 
inaudible plant sonics resonated with human bodies and computer interfaces. Visitors to the work were able to 
co- compose a soundscape with a row of living ginger plants, as well as triggering digital augments with their 
hand movements using the Leap Motion interface (Figure 1). The plants were attached to a special sensor that 
read their bioelectrical signals, and these signals were then transposed to MIDI data and then to audible sound. 
By touching their leaves, very gently, participants could influence the signals the plants were producing, 
creating a situation where they were affectively co-composing a generative soundscape with plants. Placed on 
plinth adjacent to the row of reactive plants, was a Leap Motion controller2. Visitors could pass their hands over 
the Leap Motion to activate a series of hand tracked digital augments, translated through a live webcam stream 
that interpolated their bodies with the augments themselves (Figs. 1 & 2).3 The audio signals (sonified from the 
plants bio-electrical impulses) blended, via capacitive touch sensors, with the visitor’s own electrical signals. 
Then result was that, through this highly personal form of electrical sensing (a small ‘body area network’), the 
sonic experience never unfolded the same way twice. While the sonified bio-electrical signals filled the gallery 
space, the digital augments that tracked a visitor’s hand gesture appeared on the LCD screen. Exploring the 
nuances of one’s own hand gestures, as a multitude of digital avatars, afforded a unique experience for visitors 
to the gallery. This installation combined digital augments generated in Unity3D with plant signals captured 
through MIDI Sprout4, integrating sonic and visual networks in a performative situation to explore mixtures of 
‘reality’ and the virtual. Tactile Potentials: Augmented Plants opened a fertile ground for new explorations with 
inter-species (plant-human) art making, as well as with live software as a force of the nonhuman.  
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Figure 1: ‘Tactile Potentials’ installation, visitor interacting with reactive plants and Leap Motion gestural 
controller. LCD screen in background shows digital augment design with person-plant avatars.  

 

Figure 2: Visitor completes a capacitive sensing circuit with a ginger plant (right side), as augmented hands 
appear on LCD screen in background.  

DESIGN OVERVIEW: PROCESS, OPERATION, ARTICULATION  

At the beginning of the Contact Zone performance, a single performer sits at an agave attenuata plant, 
modulating its bio-electrical impulses that have been transposed to audible sound via MIDI Sprout connected to 
Logic X (Figure 4)5. The agave attenuata plant is emitting a bio-electrical signal that has been captured through 
MIDI, and then is manipulated by the performer using the surface of the plants’ leaves. Activated by the 
performer’s hand gestures as they touch the plant, bespoke software made in the Unity gaming engine causes 
digital augments to fill two large screens. These augments are visible as well on the Head Mounted Display of 
the performer ( an HTC Vive), which has been turned to grayscale infra-red using the Leap Motion gestural 
interface as a ‘look through’ camera. Digital augments from Unity (traces of real-time gestural data) are 
activated by the performer’s hands in response to plant bio-electrical impulses. The performer’s machine 
generated infra-red vision, via the HMD, is punctured with brightly coloured traces of data. As the performer’s 
hands improvise micro-gestures, they come into contact with plants and their signals: and, at the same time, the 
performer’s head becomes the ‘camera’. In order to deliver a coherent visual framework for the audience, the 
performer must frame a continuously tracked point-of-view shot through the gallery space (Figure 5). Using 
hand gestures to engage with plants as they move around the media environment, the performer triggers a range 
of on-screen gestures whose data is visually transposed to digital avatars, using augmented reality techniques. 
While the first performer is directly composing with the bio-electrical signal from the agave, a second performer 
co-creates with the audio signals generated by the living plants in the space and the acoustic signals produced by 
the first performer.  
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Figure 3. ‘Contact Zone’, installation view. Left side screen shows infrared view from performer’s HMD. 
Photo: Charu Maithani. 

 

Figure 4. ‘Contact Zone’, still from ‘agave modulation’ segment. Photo: Simon Howden. 
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Matter as Digital and Organic 

Heterogeneous modes of organic and digital matter (sonic and visual) have been articulated through Tactile 
Potentials and the associated installation, Contact Zone. Firstly, code as digital matter, where attention is paid to 
relations of co-composition between human and nonhuman. Secondly, signal as electrical matter, in two primary 
materializations: as the infrared signal from the Leap Motion interface; and, as bio-electrical data captured from 
plants. Thirdly, the human body as matter, systemically constrained within limits of flesh, yet open to potentials 
that might produce a modified subjectivity, and senses of perception that beckon new embodiments.  

 

 

Figure 5. ‘Contact Zone’, performer walks between agave and green wall, triggering augments and reactive 
sounds as they pass through the media environment. Image: Simon Howden. 
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Figure 6. ‘Contact Zone’, HMD display of performer, an HTC Vive with Leap Motion mount, looking through 
the infra-red camera. Screen grab from live stream. 

 
1 Elements of Tactile Potentials have been performed and installed in the Contact Zone exhibition at 
SIGGRAPH Asia Brisbane 2019, and Ars Electronica Newcastle Garden Sept 9-13, 2020. 

2 Available at leapmotion.com 

3 Video documentation of the prototype: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6h0SDSnHKQ Video 
documentation of the prototype: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6h0SDSnHKQ 

4 MIDI Sprout hardware device for plant sensing, available at midisprout.com 

5 Performed live at the Black Box at UNSW Art & Design in Sydney, Australia, November 22, 2018. Video 
documentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_OKQvCV3w0 


